At the close of tonight's Bulletin, we shall write "30" for '39-'40. . . . Many of the good causes brought to the editor's desk by mail or phone or special request could not be squeezed into the Bulletin's limited space. . . . . The file fairly bulges. . . . . Two desks are heavy-laden with notes and suggestions. Beginning again in September, God willing, there will be room for some of these:

The Gallery of Living Catholic Authors. . . . . The Cause (for Beatification) of the fourth bishop of Philadelphia, Venerable John H. Neumann, C. S. S. R., Catholic Student's Medal, distributed by the Confraternity of the Precious Blood, Brooklyn. . . . . National Federation of Catholic College Students. . . . "Our National Patroness" -- Mary Immaculate (Lawrence Struth, 24 Long-fellow Street, Baldwin, New York has the details). . . . . Apostolate to Assist the Dying, especially non-Catholics. . . . "Religion Goes to College" -- excellent Religious Survey conducted among Catholic students of the Harrisburg Diocese pursuing studies in non-Catholic colleges (Rev. Lawrence Schott, Box 323, Carlisle, Penna.). . . . . and a host of other subjects. . . . . Probably the Bulletin will never quite catch up with the requests made upon it. . . . . It does what it can.

Readers are asked to pray for it every day, that God may make it a vehicle of good for souls, an expression of honor and glory for Him. . . . .

Total donations to the Bulletin itself (apart from its charity funds) for '39-'40 amounted to $1,265. . . . . which sounds like a lot. . . . . till you hear that that doesn't cover the postage bill for even a month (let alone nine months!). . . . . Where it is possible, readers should make an effort to cover postage ($1. 50). . . . . One of the greatest difficulties, occasioning a large expense, is the request for multiple copies at the same address. . . . . Perhaps in some seminaries, where many separate copies are received, a group of seminarians could arrange to make a new stencil from one copy and run off as many additional ones as they might like. . . . . No further permission for copying is needed. . . . .

Changes in address, cancellations, new "subscriptions," suggestions, comments—kindly address them all—as soon as convenient—to Rev. Frank E. Gartland, O. S. C., Prefect of Religion, Notre Dame, Indiana.

The Bulletin thanks OUR SUNDAY VISITOR PRESS (Huntington, Indiana) and THE ST. ANTHONY GUILD (Paterson, New Jersey) for the sets of pamphlets they generously sent on. These have been carefully catalogued and will be available in the fall at the Dillon, Howard and Cavanaugh Libraries. . . . . Incidentally (still reporting) the deficit on the pamphlet racks runs into hundreds of dollars. . . . . and the Poor Fund is poor itself at $29. . . . .

PRAYERS: (DECEASED) father of John Schroeder (AI); mothers of Gus Hordart (Ly) & Jones Cahill (Bad); grandmother of Born & Bob Marbach; grandmother of Jim Armbuster; . . . . Mass Wed., Chap., 4th. Mass, father of Jack Leahy (Bro); Nellie Peyton; (ILL) mother of Higney Sackley '17; infant son of Austin McNichols; Jerry Greene '39; Tom Delker '39; father of Pete Conlin (NYC); Mrs. Elsie Quinn; father of Eusebio Aspiazu (Dil); sister of L. Schaflhausen; Mrs. E. Roberts; Mark Duncan '13; two special intentions; a thanksgiving; . . . . . . Mr. Joseph P. Nix, cousin of Father Gartland; Prayers for peace. . . . and, vocations.

UNDERGRADS, SENIORS, ALUMNI, GUESTS WILL ALL FIND AMPLE FACILITIES FOR CONFESSION AND COMMUNION DURING COMMENCEMENT WEEKEND IN DILLON, HOWARD & CAVANAUGH CHAPELS. . . . . TIMES OF MASSES, CONFESSIONS, ETC. TO BE POSTED LATER. . . . . Only happy way to live: STATE OF GRACE.

Minature Commencement...

During the summer. . . . . and for the rest of your lives. . . . . grads of '40 especially. . . . . but undergrads also. . . . . be practical and integral Catholics. . . . . Mass and Communion every Sunday at least. . . . . and the First Fridays. . . . . An intelligent use of confession. . . . . the spiritual and corporal works of mercy. . . . . Live for Others. . . . . that is the way to sanctify yourselves. . . . . that is the way to avoid being rotten Catholics (part of the Fifth Column!) working against civilization, progress & culture. . . . . hastening toward revolution & destruction. . . . . A thoroughly Christian life in prayer and action. . . . . loving all FOR GOD. . . . . including the girl. . . . . Look to it!